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With the widespread use of information technology in business, an increasing number of 
companies are looking for ways to reduce their overheads. The cost of IT development has 
been a barrier for both medium and large companies. In order to reduce cost, a new 
technology called cloud computing is used in many companies without private servers. When 
selecting which cloud provider to go with in the future, some enterprises will check certain 
websites for cloud reviews to see what previous cloud consumers thought about the various 
cloud providers. These kinds of reviews will affect their selection of a cloud provider. 
Therefore, the reliability of cloud reviews is very important to a cloud consumer so that they 
can choose a trustworthy cloud provider. In this thesis, four kinds of incorrect reviews in 
reputation systems are presented, namely ballot stuffing, bad mouthing, spammer groups and 
cliques. Previous studies on how to identify these types of incorrect reviews are also assessed 
in this study. Then, new methods to identify incorrect reviews, including ballot stuffing, bad 
mouthing, spammer groups and cliques are proposed. Finally, the solutions to identify ballot 
stuffing, bad mouthing and spammer groups are then validated. 
 





Reputation systems provide a method for supporting and building trust amongst different 
parties in online environments. The main concept of a reputation system is to let an agent 
rate the performance of other agents. We use the term ‘agent’ loosely here and it may refer 
to a software agent, web service or a product. A reputation score is then derived based as a 
mathematical function of ratings on a given agent, which will be used by other agents to 
determine whether or not to transact with that agent later on. Reputation systems are different 
from trust referral system, in which agents exchange general recommendations about other 
agents (Josang et al. 2003; Yolum & Singh 2003).  
In reputation systems, agents rate another agent to describe their experience of a particular 
transaction with that agent. Therefore, the previous ratings are important as they give advice 
to strangers who want to interact with each other (or with a new agent) for the first time. 
Reputation systems are effective in providing motivation for honest behaviour and 
preventing dishonest behaviour amongst the agents (Buchegger & Le Boudec 2003). Finding 
ways to decrease or avoid unfairly high ratings, unfairly low ratings, spammer groups and  
cliques (or groups of agents) writing fake reviews is a fundamental issue in reputation 
systems, when ratings from other agents are being considered. This is because the trusting 
agents cannot control the reliability of the ratings when these ratings are provided by agents 
which are out of its control.  
To make sure that a reputation system is robust, there is a need for a strong and effective 
mechanism to protect against unfair ratings. Furthermore, there is a need for intelligent 
mechanisms or methods to identify spammer groups and cliques giving fake reviews to an 
agent (Whitby et al. 2004). 
The purpose of this research is to develop intelligent methods and algorithms to identify four 
types of incorrect reviews. For the scope of this research, we focus on four types of incorrect 
reviews as follows: 
- Ballot stuffing: a seller compromises with a number of buyers to ask them to give 




which can result in increased customers and orders for products at a higher price 
(Dellarocas 2000). 
- Bad mouthing: a seller compromises with a number of buyers to ask them to give 
unfairly low ratings to its enemy. In doing so, these buyers damage the reputation of 
the seller’s enemy which can result in significantly reduced customers and orders 
(Dellarocas 2000). 
- Spammer group: a group of reviewers who work together to write fake reviews on 
target products to promote or demote these products (Mukherjee et al. 2011). 
- Clique: a group of agents who work together to promote their products. Agents in a 
clique form a review circle as one agent will receive a review from another agent and 
will also provide a review on a different agent. 
Firstly, this thesis reviews the current literature on ways to identify these kinds of incorrect 
reviews on reputation systems. Secondly, the research issues, research questions and research 
objectives are introduced. Then, several new solutions are presented to identify ballot 
stuffing, bad mouthing, spammer groups and cliques. The solutions to identify ballot stuffing, 
bad mouthing and spammer groups are then validated, after which the thesis concludes with 
the research contributions and research plan. 
 
  
